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Disclaimer
None of the parties involved in the funding or creation of this study—including Urban Green 
Council, its members, and its contractors—assume any liability or responsibility to the  
user or any third parties for the accuracy, completeness, or use of or reliance on any 
information contained in the report, or for any injuries, losses or damages (including, without 
limitation, equitable relief) arising from such use or reliance. Although the information 
contained in the report is believed to be reliable and accurate, all materials are provided 
without warranties of any kind, either express or implied, including but not limited to 
warranties of the accuracy or completeness of information contained, merchantability, or  
the fitness of the information for any particular purpose.

As a condition of use, the user pledges not to sue and agrees to waive and release Urban 
Green Council, its members, and its contractors from any and all claims, demands, and causes 
of action for any injuries, losses, or damages (including without limitation, equitable relief) 
that the user may now or hereafter have a right to assert against such parties as a result of the 
use of, or reliance on, the report.
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Over one million New Yorkers were plunged into darkness after Superstorm Sandy, and 
hundreds of thousands were without power for days or weeks. 1 But it could have been worse. 
During the blackout, temperatures were above freezing at night and in the 40s and 50s  
during the day. What if the power outage had occurred during a winter cold spell or summer 
heat wave? As part of the Building Resiliency Task Force, 2 Urban Green Council worked  
with environmental design consultants at Atelier Ten to study this question.

Our study found that during an extended winter blackout, the temperature inside a typical 
single-family house would be 35°F after three days. A typical high-rise apartment would drop 
to 45°F after three days, and then keep falling. A high-performing building that has better 
windows, fewer air leaks, and more insulation would do much better. After three days without 
power, a high-performing single-family house would stay above 60°F. And a high-performing 
high-rise would stay well above 50°F for more than a week.

In a summer blackout, temperatures in a typical all-glass apartment building would jump to 
almost 90°F, eventually rising to above 100°F. But a high-performing brick high-rise building 
would keep interior temperatures below 85°F for a week.

History shows that many people remain in their homes during extended blackouts. Without 
electricity, buildings are dependent on whatever protection is provided by their walls, windows, 
and roof. In today’s buildings, that protection is modest at best. If it wore clothing, the typical 
New York City building would have a light jacket on—not what you’d wear outside in winter, and 
certainly not performance wear.

In the near future, heat waves will last longer and bring higher temperatures more often. There 
will continue to be power failures affecting large swaths of the city, and these failures may occur 
during severely hot or cold weather. Only some of our existing buildings are constructed well 
enough to maintain their indoor temperatures without power. But to protect all New Yorkers, 
these resilient, high-performing buildings must become the new normal. 

SUMMARY
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This thermal image shows how the dark blue super-insulated Brooklyn row house loses less 
heat than its neighbors.
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Computer models based on six representative residential 3 building categories were used  
to find indoor temperatures after a blackout. Summer and winter scenarios were defined by 
recent New York City weather data 4 and model both typical existing and high-performing 
buildings. 5 The Technical Appendix describes these models in detail.6

RESULTS

Single-Family 
House

Pre-2000  
Brick High-Rise

Apartment

Row House
Apartment

Post-2000 
Brick High-Rise

Apartment

Brick Low-Rise
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All-Glass
High-RIse
Apartment
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A typical detached single-family house would fall below freezing on the fourth day. After  
a week, all the other buildings would be almost as cold, between 32°F and 43°F indoors.

Typical Building 

At the end of the week, there would be an 18°F to 27°F difference between a typical existing 
building and a high-performing building of the same type. All the high-performing buildings 
would maintain temperatures above 54°F. 

Indoor Temperatures During a Winter Blackout

High-Performing Building 
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Indoor Temperatures During a Summer Blackout

The typical all-glass high-rise apartment and single-family house heat to almost 90°F on the 
first day. The all-glass apartment climbs above 95°F on the fourth day and peaks over 100°F. 
The brick buildings, including the row house, low-rise and high-rise apartments, stay cooler 
throughout the week but still end above 85°F.

High-performing brick buildings, including the row house and brick low- and high-rise 
apartments, would stay below 80°F for the first half of the week, and never go above  
85°F. The high-performing glass building reaches 88°F and the single-family house still rises 
above 90°F. 

Typical Building 

High-Performing Building 
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Within a building category, there are three important factors that influence temperature in 
buildings during blackouts. These are the type and amount of window area, the amount of 
air that escapes through cracks and leaks in the walls, and the amount of insulation in the 
walls and roof. All three factors can be improved during the design and construction of new 
buildings, and in the renovation of existing ones.

Glass conducts about five times more heat  
than a typical insulated wall.

Between two buildings that are otherwise equivalent, the one with more window area will be 
colder during a winter blackout. Even the extra sun through a well-lit south window will barely 
make up for the absence of insulation; windows will lower temperature faster than a wall 
would. During a summer power outage, glass causes the building to heat up more. Daylighting
and energy benefits are minimal if windows take up more than 60 percent of wall area.7  

Using triple-paned windows can lower winter heat loss, although glass will never hold heat  
as well as insulated walls. In summer, any building can stay cooler with windows that  
are designed to allow in light but reflect heat, as do the windows in our high-performing 
models. Sunshades can also be added to windows to block the sun in summer but allow the  
low winter sun in.

Most residential buildings constructed more than five to 10 years ago leak substantial amounts 
of heated air through cracks and leaks in the walls, windows and doors. Plastic wrap is one 
common method used to stop this heat loss, which is why buildings under construction are 
wrapped in bright pink, yellow, or green film. Builders are reducing leakage even further  
with careful caulking and sealing. Eventually, drafts can be virtually eliminated, with all 
ventilation intentionally provided by systems that recover heat from the waste air being 
exhausted from the building. These improvements can also be made to existing buildings.

Adding insulation prevents heat loss through walls and roofs. New buildings can easily 
accommodate extra insulation, since it is straightforward to add it during construction.  
In most cases, insulation can be added to older buildings, either indoors or by adding a  
new exterior layer.

Over time, building codes have improved, meaning newer buildings have better windows, 
fewer drafts, and more insulation than they used to. But resiliency calls for high-performing 
buildings that go beyond the current code. These buildings would use advanced practices  
and materials that are being deployed in the best buildings today. Described in detail in  
Urban Green Council’s “90 by 50” report, they incorporate windows that retain heat in winter 
and keep it out in summer, rigorous air sealing, and extensive insulation. Since these resiliency 
measures also save energy, they often pay for themselves, particularly in new construction. 8

ANALYSIS
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CONCLUSIONS 
Our city needs more high-performing buildings that could give protection against severe 
outdoor temperatures for a week or more during a blackout. In winter, temperatures in many 
New York City buildings would drop below 40°F in three to five days. A summer blackout would 
send temperatures to 90°F or higher in some buildings on the first day.

One hundred years ago, buildings heated by wood or coal faced cold indoor temperatures  
if fuel ran out.9 But they did not depend on electricity to run their heating systems and would 
not suddenly lose heat all at once. Similarly, buildings with natural ventilation didn’t depend 
on air conditioning and fans. Today’s buildings are different, and we face the risk of a power 
outage causing a widespread, immediate loss of heating or cooling capabilities citywide.

Not all buildings hold their temperature equally well without power. The brick walls of row 
houses and low- and high-rise apartments hold some heat, and newer buildings tend to 
be better insulated. On the other hand, single-family houses are exposed on four sides, and  
all-glass buildings lose heat through their windows in winter and gain it in summer.

High-performing buildings provide the best protection against blackouts during severe 
weather and would maintain habitable temperatures for an entire week. 10 These new  
and renovated buildings use readily available construction practices such as installing better 
windows, adding insulation and eliminating drafts.

Superstorm Sandy taught us that the risk of an extended power outage is real. When harsh 
weather and a blackout come at the same time, high-performing buildings can help people remain 
in their homes by maintaining livable indoor temperatures without power. It will take time to 
prepare cities against disasters. We can start now by building new high-performing buildings and 
renovating the ones we have. Everyone deserves the protection of a resilient building.

Widespread blackout in lower Manhattan during Superstorm Sandy.
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TECHNICAL 
APPENDIX

Residential 
Type 

Single-
Family
House

Row
House

Brick
Low-Rise

Pre-2000
Brick
High-Rise

Post-2000
Brick
High-Rise

All-Glass 
High-Rise

8

8

8

8

8

8

Wood
Framed

Mass 
Wall

Mass 
Wall

Mass 
Wall

Mass 
Wall

Window
Wall

6

2

1

1

1

1

15

30

30

30

30 1.4

70

676

859

610

599

599

686

967

310

160

252

252

274

1.6

2.0

1.4

1.4

1.6

Structure Modeled 
Unit Area
(ft2) 

Room 
Height
(ft) 

Exterior 
Façades
(#) 

Exterior 
Façade
Area (ft2) 

Glazed 
Area (%) 

Occupancy
(persons)

Two existing brick high-rise buildings were modeled. One is typical of construction techniques  
before 2000. The other is typical of a brick high-rise built after 2000, to provide a meaningful 
comparison to typical all-glass construction during this era.

The single-family house and the row house have both northern and southern exposures. For the other 
building types, the models represent north-facing apartments in winter and south-facing apartments  
in summer. Apartments facing another direction would experience different indoor temperatures.

In the winter scenarios, infiltration through leaks in walls, windows, and doors serves as the only  
supply of fresh air. For the summer scenarios, infiltration was increased slightly to mimic the opening  
of windows at night.
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Table 1: General Assumptions for Modeled Spaces
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Residential 
Type 

Residential 
Type 

Single-Family
House

Single-Family
House

Row
House

Row
House

Brick
Low-Rise

Brick
Low-Rise

Pre-2 0 0 0  
Bric k High-Rise

Brick
High-Rise

Post-20 0 0  
Bric k High-Rise

All-Glass 
High-Rise

*  R-value is in hour-ft2-oF per Btu, SHGC is Solar Heat Gain Coefficient, VLT is Visible Light Transmission, U Value is
 in Btu per hour-ft2-°F. ACH is Air Changes per Hour at atmospheric temperature and pressure.

** Includes impact of exposed slab edge.

All-Glass 
High-Rise

80%

50%

80%

50%

80%

50%

80%

50%

80%

80%

50%

8

30

3.5

30

2.6

20

2.8

20

9.5

8.1**

20

0.6

0.2

0.6

0.2

0.6

0.2

0.6

0.2

0.6

0.6

0.2

0.7

0.3

0.7

0.3

0.7

0.3

0.7

0.3

0.7

0.7

0.3

2.8

0.29

0.6

0.07

0.4

0.05

0.6

0.08

0.6

0.6

0.08

Opaque Wall 
Insulation           (double-glazed, no coatings) 
Value

Opaque Wall 
Insulation           

Fenestration
(triple-glazed, low emissivity, selective coatings, 
sunshades)Value

Fenestration Infiltration

Infiltration

Table 2: Envelope Properties of Existing NYC Residential Building Stock 

Table 3: Envelope Properties of High-Performing NYC Residential Buildings

R Value*

R Value*

SHGC*

SHGC*

VLT*

VLT*

ACH*

ACH*

U Value*
(Assembly)

U Value*
(Assembly)
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